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Abstract
The effect of segregation and concentration-flow coupling on structure development in binary mixtures of different sized particles
Ž .S-systems in a rotating cylinder is studied. The system is a prototype of tumbling mixers widely used in industry for mixing, coating and
reaction. Experiments with S-systems have shown the formation of radial streaks of the small particles when the size ratio is large;
however, an explanation of this phenomenon is not available. A continuum model is presented here for the flow in the layer using mass,
momentum and species balance equations averaged across the layer. The stress is assumed to be a sum of the Bagnold stress and the
Coulomb frictional stress; the temperature and total solids volume fraction are assumed to be uniform across the layer. We consider the
case of a large difference in particle sizes so that segregation upon flow is instantaneous and a step concentration profile exists at all
points in the flowing layer with the smaller particles forming the lower layer. The velocity profile is assumed to be piecewise linear with
continuity of stress at the interface between the small and large particles. The model predicts the time varying velocity, layer thickness
and concentration fields in the system. The predictions are compared to experimental flow visualization studies. Conditions for the
formation of streaks are investigated. .
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1. Introduction
Rapidly flowing granular materials in the liquid-like
state are encountered in a number of industrial operations
such as calcination in rotary kilns, mixing of pharmaceuti-
cal powders in tumbling mixers, and coating of seeds in
pan coaters. Such rapid flows are also seen in natural
systems such as sand dunes, avalanches and the rings of
w xSaturn 1 . In all real systems the material is a mixture of
particles of different sizes, and this has two important
Ž . Ž .consequences: i the local fluidity effective viscosity is
strongly influenced by the concentration of fine particles,
Ž .and ii particles size segregate due to flow. The combina-
tion of these two effects can produce unique patterns, such
as the radial streak pattern in a partially filled rotating
cylinder with a square cross-section found by Hill et al.
w x2 . A model to predict such patterns has not yet been
reported. Our objective here is to build a general contin-
uum model to describe the mixing and segregation in a
rotating cylinder taking into account the concentration
flow coupling and to study the dynamics and pattern
formation that are a consequence of this.
There are several alternative approaches for modelling
Žgranular flows: discrete models particle dynamics, Monte
.Carlo simulations, and cellular automata and continuum
Žmodels kinetic theory based models and their variants in
which some parts may be empirical or evaluated from
.particle dynamics simulations . Particle dynamics simula-
tions give a great wealth of detail about flows and mixing,
however, they are limited to relatively small systems and
simulations can be carried out for only small time periods
of the flow. For example, soft particle dynamics are
4 w xcurrently limited to systems containing 10 particles 3 .
Cellular automata are particularly attractive because impor-
tant underlying physical effects are clearly revealed in the
formulation of the model. However, as of today, it appears
that only continuum models are capable of quantitative
predictions for large systems. Granular flows are typically
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far removed from traditional continua such as fluids and
solids in which deformation length scales are several or-
ders of magnitude larger than the molecules of the mate-
rial. A question of particular relevance to the present study
is ACan a continuum model describe particle size effects
when the flowing layer is only a few particles deep?B
Surprisingly, the answer is AyesB, and as we shall see
below, continuum models are robust and give good predic-
tions of granular phenomena in a variety of systems.
Flowing mixtures of particles of different sizes have
been previously studied in a few different flow geometries,
and we review these works below considering first the
effect of size differences on flow, and then segregation due
to size differences. A recent and more detailed review is
w xgiven in Ottino and Khakhar 4 .
The effect of size differences on flow was studied
w xtheoretically by Jenkins and Mancini 5 who obtained the
transport equations for a binary mixture of nearly elastic,
frictionless spheres based on the kinetic theory of hard
w xspheres 6 . Predictions of the theory for a uniform mixture
in shear flow showed that introducing smaller particles in
the mixture significantly decreased the effective viscosity
of the material. These results were in good agreement with
w xthe simulation results of Walton 7 for rough inelastic
spheres. Higher order corrections to the transport theory
w xhave been obtained by Arnarson and Willits 8 . A theory
for thin flowing layers has been proposed by Boutreux and
w xdeGennes 9 . The flux in this theory depends on the
difference between the angle of the free surface and the
static angle of repose. The flow is thus dominated by
friction, and collisional viscosity effects do not appear
explicitly.
Size segregation has been studied in three types of
Žflowing systems: chute flows free flow under gravity on
.an inclined surface , flows during heap formation, and
rotating cylinder flows. In all three cases, segregation
occurs due to the flow in a thin surface layer and thus the
physics in the three cases is similar.
w xSavage and Lun 10 analyzed size segregation of a
binary mixture of particles in a chute flow by means of
experiment and theory. Experiments indicated that smaller
particles percolate to the lower layers in the chute. They
proposed a model for calculating the net percolation flux
of the smaller particles, and the predicted distance along
the chute for complete segregation of the mixture was in
good agreement with experimental results. Hsiau and Hunt
w x11 studied segregation of a binary mixture in a gravity
free shear flow due to a gradient in the granular tempera-
Žture the average kinetic energy of the fluctuation velocity
.of the particles using the model of Jenkins and Mancini
w x5 . Small particles migrated to the higher temperature
w xregions. Hirschfeld and Rapaport 12 carried out a compu-
tational study of chute flow of 2d Lennard–Jones particles
in a gravitational field. Larger particles rose to the top of
w xthe layer as in the experiments of Savage and Lun 10 .
w xRecently, Khakhar et al. 13 showed that the Jenkins and
w xMancini 5 theory predicts the equilibrium number frac-
tion profiles for a binary mixture of inelastic smooth
spheres in chute flow obtained from particle dynamics
simulations. The theory, however, does not give good
predictions for results of particle dynamics simulations for
rough inelastic spheres in which inter-particle friction re-
sults in significant dissipation.
A mixture of particles poured to form a 2d heap
produces a pattern comprising streaks of the smaller parti-
w xcles. Drahun and Bridgwater 14 were the first to investi-
gate this phenomenon. Recent experimental results are
w x w xreported by Makse et al. 15 and Koeppe et al. 17 . A
highly regular pattern with streaks of uniform thickness
and of equal spacing between them is reported in these
w xstudies. Makse et al. 15 have proposed a cellular automa-
ton model which gives patterns that are remarkably similar
to the experimental results. In the model, rectangular parti-
Ž .cles of different heights but the same width are added
one at a time at horizontal distances close to the peak. A
Žparticle ArollsB along the surface and comes to rest always
.vertical when the local slope is less than the maximum
static angle of repose. If a particle ArollsB to the edge of
the heap, the heap is said to be unstable and all particles
ArollB until the local slope at each point on the surface is
less than the minimum static angle of repose. In this
model, coupling between the surface flow and concentra-
tion is only indirectly taken into account. The local angles
and the heights of the particles are parameters of the
system.
It is well known that in rotating cylinders smaller
particles form a radial core while the larger particles
Žmigrate to the periphery in the rolling regime which is
observed at rotational speeds slightly higher than the
. w xavalanching regime . Prigozhin and Kalman 16 have
proposed a model to predict this segregation using data
extracted from heap formation experiments. A core with
streaks is obtained when a binary mixture of particles with
w xdifferent angles of repose is taken 18 . Recently, Hill et al.
w x2 have found a new pattern—radial streaks—which is
formed only for mixtures with a sufficiently large differ-
ence between the sizes of the components and when the
mixer is slightly more than half-full. The effect appears to
be very similar to the streak formation in 2d heap forma-
tion, and a qualitative explanation for streak formation
w xgiven by Hill et al. 2 is based on the flow in the system
Žwhich comprises a thin flowing surface layer yL-x-L,
.see Fig. 1 with the remaining particles rotating as a fixed
bed. Rotation results in a continuous input of particles into
Žlayer from the bed in the upper half of the layer yL-x
.-0 , and a continuous output from the layer into the bed
Ž .in the lower half of the layer 0-x-L . The flow in the
layer is faster when the concentration of the smaller parti-
cles is high because of their higher fluidity. Thus, a small
streak entering the layer may be expected to lengthen due
to acceleration of the flow. The degree of filling in the
mixer is important because only a half-full mixer will
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the flow geometry. The coordinate system used
in the analysis is shown.
allow a radial streak in the bed to enter the layer at once
thus preserving its identity. When the mixer is less than
Žhalf-full the streak reenters the layer gradually since there
is a non-zero angle between the streak and the bed–layer
.interface as the mixer rotates and is dispersed.
The primary objective of the present work is to study
the concentration flow coupling in flowing binary mixtures
using a dynamic continuum model which incorporates the
physics described above. The model is developed for a
partially filled rotating cylinder with the objective of un-
derstanding the factors important for streak formation.
Experimental studies of streak formation for binary mix-
tures of glass beads are also reported, and predictions of
the model are compared to experimental results. The flow
and transport model is described in the following section,
together with computational details. Experimental details
are given in Section 3, and the results and discussion in
Section 4. The conclusions of the work are given in the
final section.
2. Model equations
We consider the flow of a granular mixture in a rotating
Ž .cylinder Fig. 1 . The fixed bed continuously feeds parti-
Ž .cles into the layer in the upper half x-0 and absorbs
Ž .particles from the layer in the lower half x)0 . The free
surface is assumed to be nearly flat. The approach involves
the use of macroscopic mass, momentum and species
balance equations to obtain the time varying flow, layer
thickness and concentration field in the system. The
macroscopic balance equations are obtained by averaging
the microscopic balance equations across the thickness of
the layer. Constitutive models for the particle stress, diffu-
sion and segregation fluxes are also required, in general.
Ž .Particles with a large size difference size ratio 1:3 are
used in the experiments, and nearly complete segregation
occurs rapidly. Here, as a simplification, we assume that
segregation in the flowing layer is instantaneous. Thus,
particles of different sizes cannot coexist in most of the
flowing layer but separate into two layers with the smaller
particles in the lower layer. This eliminates the need for a
segregation flux constitutive equation. Small intermixing
between the layers is incorporated by means of an empiri-
cal parameter, but this is assumed to have a negligible
effect on the flow in the layer. Development of the model
equations requires several additional assumptions, and these
are given in the course of the derivation.
We develop here two versions of the dynamic model for
flow, mixing and segregation in the cylinder. In the first
version given below, the interface between the bed and
Žflowing layer is assumed to be fixed in time static
.interface model . In the second version, we generalize this
model to allow the interface angle to change in a pre-
scribed manner with composition of the flowing layer
Ž .moÕing interface model .
2.1. Static interface model
ŽConsider the flow of a binary mixture of small denoted
. Ž .by A and large denoted by B particles flowing in the
layer. The governing microscopic balance equations for the
flow in the layer are given below. The continuity equation
is:
Er E r Õ E r ÕŽ . Ž .x yq q s0 1Ž .
Et Ex E y
where r is the bulk density, and Õ and Õ are the velocityx y
components. The momentum balance equation in the direc-
Ž .tion of the flow x-component is:
E r Õ E r Õ2 E r Õ ÕŽ . Ž .Ž .x x x yq q
Et Ex E y
Et Etx x y xsy y qr gsinb 2Ž .
Ex E y
where b is the angle of the free surface. In this model, b
is independent of x, and is taken to be equal to the value
for the smaller particles, that is bsb . In contrast, theA
Žfree surface angle depends on position and time i.e.,
Ž ..b x,t in the moving interface model. The particle pres-
Ž .sure P does not vary in the x direction because the free
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surface is at a uniform pressure. Finally, the species bal-
Ž .ance equation for the smaller particles denoted by A is:
Er E r Õ E r ÕŽ . Ž .A A A x A A yq q s0 3Ž .
Et Ex E y
where r is the mass concentration of the smaller parti-A
cles, and Õ and Õ are the components of the averageA x A y
velocity of the smaller particles. The mass concentration of
Ž .the larger particles r is obtained from r sryr .B B A
Ž . Ž . ŽIntegrating Eqs. 1 to 3 across the layer i.e., over the
Ž ..range yg yd ,0 , we get:
² : ² :Ed r E d r ÕŽ .x
<q sr Õ 4Ž .ydyEt Ex
² : ² 2:E d r Õ E r ÕŽ . Ž .x xq
Et Ex
² :E d tŽ .x x
< ² : <sy qt q r gd sinbqr Õ Õyd ydy x x yEx
5Ž .
² : ² :E d r E d r ÕŽ . Ž .A A A x
<q sr Õ 6Ž .ydA A yEt Ex
where the average across the layer is defined by:
1 0² :[ s [d y. 7Ž .H
d yd
2.1.1. Assumptions
To simplify the above equations, we make several
assumptions which are listed below.
Ž .i Constant r: The density is assumed to be uniform
across the layer. This assumption is reasonable at low
rotational speeds of the cylinder when the density of the
flowing layer is only slightly less than the fixed bed value.
The density is also assumed to be independent of concen-
trations; this is justified in the limit of complete segrega-
tion with the bulk density of each component close to the
fixed bed value. The density of a mixture of two sizes
would, in general, be higher than the pure component
value.
Ž .ii Instantaneous segregation: Segregation is nearly
instantaneous. The ratio of the particle sizes is large enough
so that complete segregation exists in the flowing layer
with the smaller particles occupying the lower part of
layer.
Ž .iii Stress: The shear stress is a linear sum of the
Ž . Ž .collisional Bagnold and frictional Coulomb stresses
w x19,20 , that is:
2EÕx2 2t sycl r d qr gycosbm 8Ž .y x p ž /E y
Fig. 2. Schematic view of the assumed shape of the velocity profile in the
layer.
where r is the particle density, d the particle diameterp
and m the coefficient of friction; c is a constant and l is
the linear packing density which is assumed to be constant.
The higher fluidity of the smaller particles is implicit in
Ž 2 Ž ..the chosen stress equation t Ad , see Eq. 8 . They x
coefficient of friction is estimated from ms tan b , wheres
b is the static angle of repose. Here we take values
measured for the smaller particles, that is b sb . Nor-s sA
Ž . Žmal stress t variation in the flow direction x direc-x x
.tion is neglected.
Ž .iv Linear velocity profile: The velocity profile is
piecewise linear. Since the flowing layer is completely
segregated, there is a layered shear flow of the particles
with the smaller particles in the lower layer. Experiments
for pure component systems show a nearly linear velocity
profile in the layer with no slip at the bed–layer interface
w x21–23 . We extrapolate this result to the case of two
Žadjacent flowing layers, each a pure component layer Fig.
.2 . The velocity profile is thus:
yqd
Õ su yg yd ,y 1y f d 9Ž . Ž .Ž .x A ž /fd
y
Õ su qu 1q yg y 1y f d ,0Ž .Ž .x A B ž /1y f dŽ .
where u is the maximum velocity in the small particleA
Ž . Ž .bottom layer, and u qu is the maximum velocity inA B
Ž .the large particle top layer. The fraction of the layer
occupied by the smaller particles is f. The velocity profile
Ž .in Eq. 9 is continuous across the interface.
The fraction of the layer that is occupied by the smaller
Ž .particles f is related to the local mass density of the
smaller particles by:
² :fs r rr . 10Ž .A
Further, the velocities u and u are related to each by theA B
continuity of stress at interface between the small particle
layer and the large particle layer:
t Ast B at ysy 1y f d . 11Ž . Ž .y x y x
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Substituting for the stress and taking m fm , c sc ,A B A B
l sl and the densities of the two particles to be theA B
same, we get:
d 1y fA
u su . 12Ž .B A ž /d fB
If we take m and m to be different, then m is given byA B B
a somewhat more complicated expression:
2 2d 1y fA2u s uB A ž /ž /d fB
1r23 3r g 1y f d cosb m ymŽ . Ž .A Bq . 13Ž .2cl rp
Ž .In the results reported here, we use Eq. 12 as a simplifi-
cation, with the assumption m fm .A B
2.1.2. Simplified goÕerning equations
With the above assumptions, the unknown variables are
Ž . Ž .u x,t , and d x,t . Thus, with the three governing equa-A
tions we have a closed system that can be solved with
appropriate boundary conditions. The averaged continuity
equation, using the assumption of a constant bulk density
Ž .r , reduces to:
² :Ed E d ÕŽ .x
<q sÕ . 14Ž .ydyEt Ex
The average velocity in the layer obtained from the as-
sumed velocity profile is:
f 1y f
² :Õ su 1y qu . 15Ž .x A Bž /2 2
ŽAssuming that the bed–layer interface remains static static
. Ž .interface model and that the layer is thin drL<1 , the
velocity of particles into and out of the layer is:
<Õ syv x . 16Ž .ydy
Thus, the continuity equation becomes:
² :Ed E d ÕŽ .xsy yv x . 17Ž .
Et Ex
The averaged momentum balance equation, using the
Ž . Ž .assumptions of a constant bulk density r and Õ yd sx
0, and neglecting the variation of normal stress along the
layer, reduces to:
2² : ² :E d Õ E d Õ 1Ž . Ž .x xq s t qgd sinb . 18Ž .y xEt Ex r yd
The mean square velocity using the assumed velocity
profile is given by:
2 f 1y f
2 2 2² :Õ su 1y qu u 1y f qu 19Ž . Ž .x A A B Bž /3 3
and the shear stress at the bed–layer interface is:
1
ty xr yd
2° r up A2 2ycl d ygdm cosb fG´A Až /r fd~s 2r up B2 2ycl d ygdm cosb f-´ .B B¢ ž /r 1y f dŽ .
20Ž .
For complete segregation, we must have ´s0. Here we
Ž y3 .take ´ to be a small number ´;10 with the physical
significance that when the concentration of the smaller
particles is less than ´ , the mixture behaves as pure B
Ž .large particles . As we shall see, changing ´ by an order
of magnitude has no effect on the results.
The species balance equation on assumption of a con-
stant bulk density across the layer becomes:
² :E d f E d Õ rŽ . Ž .A x Aq s Õ . 21Ž .A yEt Ex r yd
The average velocity of the smaller particles obtained from
the assumed velocity profile is:
u fA² :Õ s f)0 22Ž .A x 2
Ž .and the input term for x-0 is:
rA
<Õ syv xf 23Ž .ydA y br yd
where f is the volume fraction of the smaller particles inb
the bed.
Ž . Ž .The output term in Eq. 21 for x)0 is given by:
rA
<Õ syv xf . 24Ž .ydA yr yd
If there was no mixing in the layer the composition at the
Ž . Ž .interface fN could be either 0 purely large particlesyd
Ž .or 1 purely small particles . Here we assume a small
mixed region of thickness, d , between the pure layers ofm
large and small particles, in which the composition varies
linearly from fs0 to fs1. As mentioned previously, dm
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is taken to be small so that the flow remains unaffected. In
this case, the number fraction at the bed–layer interface is
obtained as:
1 if fdGd° m~< fdrd if fd-d and d)df s 25Ž .yd m m m¢f if dFd .m
Thus, if the thickness of the layer of the small particles
Ž . Ž .fd is larger than the thickness of the mixed region dm
only small particles enter the bed, whereas if the thickness
of the mixed region is greater than the total layer thick-
ness, the composition of the particles entering the bed is
equal to the average composition in the layer. By means of
this empirical model we can tune the mixing in the system.
The value of d depends, in general, on a balance betweenm
local diffusion and segregation rates. Here, however, we
take it to be model parameter.
The final component of the model relates to the no flux
Ž .condition at xsL Fig. 1 which corresponds to the
cylinder surface. This condition cannot be satisfied, in
general, since the t term in the momentum balancex x
equation is neglected. For steady flow, the boundary condi-
tion is satisfied due to mass conservation, however, in the
dynamic case some particles may leak across the bound-
ary. To conserve mass in our model, we treat the boundary
as a reflective surface and map the particles that cross the
Ž .boundary to the lower part of the layer x)0 , and this
appears as a flux into the layer. The mapped flux is
assumed to vary linearly with distance with the maximum
value at the wall. The magnitude of this flux is small and
does not significantly affect the flow, however, if it is not
taken into account, significant loss of mass occurs over
long times.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Eqs. 17 , 18 and 21 together with Eq. 12 give four
equations to calculate the four variables: u , u , d and fA B
in the layer as a function of time. In addition, the time
Ž Ž ..varying composition in the bed f x, y,t must be com-b
puted, taking into account the particles entering from the
layer in the region x-0 and solid body rotation about the
axis. This completes the definition of the static interface
model.
2.2. MoÕing interface model
Ž .Experimental observations which are discussed later
indicate that the free surface does not remain fixed, but the
slope of the free surface varies locally depending on the
composition of the layer. We modify the model described
in the previous sub-section to take this fact into account in
a simple way. The layer is divided into three segments: a
central segment of length 2 x with a fixed angle and anc
upper and a lower segment that are hinged at the ends of
Ž .the fixed segment and may rotate Fig. 3 . In general,
x <L in the context of the model. If the average compo-c
Fig. 3. Figure showing how the surface angles change in the moving
interface model.
sition in the upper or lower segment is greater than a
Ž . Ž .critical value f , the equilibrium free surface angle bc eq
is taken to be the dynamic angle of repose of the smaller
Ž .beads b else it is the dynamic angle of repose of theA
Ž .larger beads b . Finally, if the current angle of aB
segment is less than the equilibrium value, the angle
increases as the segment rotates at a constant rotational
speed v , whereas if the angle is greater than the equilib-i
rium value at that time the angle decreases at the same
rate. The rate of change of the free surface angles intro-
duces two additional differential equations:
v if b -bdb i u equ s ½yv if b )bd t i u eq
v if b -bdb i l eql s 26Ž .½yv if b )bd t i l eq
where b and b are the free surface angles of the upperu l
Ž .and lower segments, respectively Fig. 3 .
The particles in the bed rotate at a fixed rotational
Ž .speed, v, thus producing flux of particles into or out of
the flowing layer. The motion of the interface results in an
Ž .additional positive or negative contribution to the flux of
particles into layer. The velocity relative to the moving bed
layer interface must thus be considered, and this can be
taken into account easily by replacing the rotational speed
of the cylinder by an effective rotational speed given by:
1r22 2< <v svy xyx v r x qH , 27Ž . Ž .eff c i
in the governing equations of the static interface model.
The expansion and contraction of the bed as a consequence
of the motion of the interface is also taken into account in
the model.
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2.3. Numerical solution
² : ² 2:Defining the variables qsd Õ , q sd Õ , q sx m x A
² :d Õ and Cs fd , the governing equations for the prob-A x
lem reduce to:
Ed Eq
sy yv x 28Ž .effEt Ex
Eq Eq 1msy q t qgd sinb 29Ž .y xEt Ex r yd
EC Eq rA Asy q v x . 30Ž .effEt Ex r yd
The solution is carried out using the finite difference
method using a forward-time and backward-space differ-
ence scheme. The layer is discretized in the x direction,
Ž .and the initial values of the average velocities u , u theA B
Ž .layer thickness d and the fraction of layer occupied by
Ž .the smaller particles f at each grid point are used to
compute q, q , q and c. The values of d , q and C arem A
computed at a particular time step based on values at the
previous time step using the finite difference equations.
Ž .The average velocities u , u and f and subsequently q,A B
q , q and C are computed based on the new values, andm A
the process is repeated. The bed concentration values are
stored in a matrix that is updated after a time interval
Ž .D tspr400v; the integration time step d t is smaller by
Ž y4 .two orders of magnitude d ts10 rv . The updating
procedure involves moving all positions by an angle Dv t,
and adding or removing elements at the interface depend-
ing on the motion of the interface.
3. Experimental details
Flow visualization experiments were carried out to study
the conditions for and the dynamics of streak formation in
a rotating cylinder. A few of the parameters required for
the model such as the static and dynamic angles of repose
and layer thicknesses during flow were also measured by
image analysis.
ŽThe quasi 2d rotating cylinder 16 cm radius and 1 cm
.thickness was rotated at a fixed rotational speed using a
stepper motor. The front and rear plates of the cylinder
were made from transparent PMMA. Glass beads of diam-
eter 3, 2 and 1 mm were used in the experiments and were
Ž .coloured using permanent marker inks Camlin .
All experiments were carried out with 50% volrvol
mixtures of small and large beads. Two different size
Ž .ratios r sd rd for the S-systems were used: r s1r3S A B S
and r s2r3. The cylinder was filled to a specifiedS
Ž .volume fraction usually 0.5 , and rotated at a high angular
Ž .speed 10 rpm . No streaks were formed at this speed and
the particles were radially segregated with the smaller
particles forming the inner core. This ensured a uniform
initial condition in all the experiments. The rotation of the
cylinder was then stopped and restarted at the desired
rotational speed. Photographs were taken of the initial state
and after intervals of one revolution of the mixer to study
the dynamics of band formation. Once streaks were formed,
photographs were taken at different times to sample the
different compositions of the layer which changed as the
Žmixer rotated. The free surface angles dynamic angles of
.repose were measured from these photographs, with a
plumbline serving to mark the vertical direction. A few
Ž .photographs were taken at long exposure times 1r2 s to
obtain streaklines. The layer thicknesses were obtained
from these photographs for different layer compositions.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Experimental results
We first present the results of a study of streak forma-
Žtion as a function of the system parameters particle size
.ratio, rotational speed and degree of filling , and then give
the results of the angles of repose and layer thickness
measurements.
Fig. 4 shows the dynamics of streak formation for
different cylinder rotational speeds, for a mixture of 3 mm
Ž . Ž . Ž .dark and 1 mm light beads r s1r3 . The startingS
point in all three cases is a radially segregated core of
small particles formed at high rotational speeds. The low-
Ž .est rotational speed 0.75 rpm initially results in sharper
interface between the small and large particle regions,
however, the interface becomes jagged after one revolution
Ž .Fig. 4 . This marks the start of the streaks which grow
with every revolution, until the streaks composed of the
smaller particles penetrate to the cylinder periphery, at the
end of five revolutions.
Ž .At a higher rotational speed 1.5 rpm , the behavior is
similar, however, the streaks do not grow to reach the
Ž .cylinder periphery Fig. 4 . At an even higher rotational
Ž .speed 2.25 rpm , no streak formation is evident up to five
revolutions.
Increasing rotation times does not result in any qualita-
tive changes in the structure in either of the three cases.
Streaks, once formed, maintain their identity for relatively
long periods. On a much longer time scale, however, the
streaks are dynamic and two neighboring streaks may
merge or a new streak may be generated in the gap
between two streaks. The dynamics appear to be complex
and irregular, and seem to be influenced by the distance
between neighboring streaks. A detailed study of these
long-term dynamics was not carried out, however. Rota-
Ž .tion for long times 20 min did not produce streaks in the
Ž .two cases rotated at higher speeds 1.5 and 2.25 rpm .
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Fig. 4. Experimental photographs showing the dynamics of streak forma-
tion at different rotational speeds. A 50% volrvol mixture of 3 mm
Ž . Ž .dark and 1 mm light beads are used.
Fig. 5 shows the pattern formed after five revolutions
for two different cases: in one, the degree of filling is
reduced to 25% and in the second, a 50% volrvol mixture
Ž .of 3 and 2 mm beads is used r s2r3 . Reducing the fillS
level eliminates the streaks, while increasing the particle
size ratio produces partial streaks.
While the effect of fill fraction was previously known
w x2 , the results concerning the dependence of pattern for-
mation on rotational speed and size ratio are new. The
results are, however, consistent with the mechanism de-
scribed in the first section. Increased rotational speeds
improve mixing in the layer, thus concentration fluctua-
tions that produce nascent streaks are smoothed out.
Smaller differences in sizes of particles in the mixture
result in smaller change in fluidity with addition of the
small particles, thus the instability is suppressed.
Fig. 5. Pattern formed after five revolutions for 50% volrvol mixture of
Ž . Ž .large dark and small light beads for a cylinder rotational speed of 0.75
Ž . Ž .rpm. a Mixture of 3- and 1-mm beads at a fill fraction of 0.25. b
Mixture of 3- and 2-mm beads at a fill fraction of 0.5.
Consider next the details of the flow after the streaks
Ž .are formed. Fig. 6 a shows a streamline photograph of the
Ž .flow in the layer of the 3 and 1 mm mixture r s1r3 atS
0.75 rpm when both light coloured and dark coloured
particles are co-flowing in at least part of the layer. The
segregation between the two is nearly complete in agree-
Ž .ment with the model assumption. Fig. 6 b shows a snap-
shot of a radial streak of small particles just entering the
layer in the top half and beginning to cascade down.
Notice that the streak enters the layer all at once and the
Ž .entire top half of the layer x-0 becomes filled with the
Ž .smaller particles light coloured . The small particles have
Ž .not reached the lower half of layer x-0 which is almost
fully dark. Due to differences in composition along the
layer, the difference in the dynamic angle of repose is
clearly evident: the smaller particles have a smaller dy-
namic angle of repose as compared to the larger particles.
Ž .The difference between the two is significant Table 1 .
Thus, the free surface is dynamic with local angles increas-
ing and decreasing depending on the local composition.
Similar streakline photographs are used to obtain the
layer thicknesses of the light coloured and dark coloured
layers which are useful for the estimation of the parameter
Fig. 6. Streakline photographs for a 50 % volrvol mixture of 3 mm
Ž . Ž .dark and 1 mm light glass beads for a cylinder rotational speed of 0.75
Ž .rpm. a Co-flowing particles in the lower part of the layer show nearly
Ž .complete segregation. b Free surface angle is significantly smaller when
Ž . Ž .the smaller light particles fill the layer relative to when the larger dark
particles fill the layer.
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Table 1
Ž . Ž .Measured static b , b and dynamic b , b angles of repose forsA sB A B
Ž . Ž .small A and large B particles in a cylinder of diameter 32 cm. The
dynamic angles are measured at a rotational speed of 0.75 rpm
Ž .Angle of repose 8
Ž . Ž .Small particles A Large particles B
Ž .Static b 25.7 29.8s
Ž .Dynamic b 29.2 33.5
Ž Ž ..c in the stress equation Eq. 20 . Total layer thicknesses
in the range 0.07R to 0.09R were obtained. The static
angles of repose were measured for mixers half-filled with
pure components, and are given in Table 1.
4.2. Computational results
The model presented here is a generalization of the
w xsteady state model given Khakhar et al. 24 , and at steady
Ž .state, and for a single component system fs1 both
should give the same result. Fig. 7 shows a comparison
between the two models for parameters corresponding to 3
mm glass beads and a cylinder angular speed of 1 rpm.
The free surface is held fixed in the dynamic model in this
Ž .case static interface model, v s0 . There is close agree-i
ment between the predictions of the two for the mean
Ž .velocity usu r2 and layer thickness profiles. In case ofA
the dynamic model the results are plotted after a sufficient
Ž .Fig. 7. Comparison of the scaled mean velocity urvR and layer
Ž . Ž .thickness drR with scaled distance along the layer xrR at steady
Ž .state of a single component system fs1 . The solid lines are predictions
of the dynamic model and the dotted lines are the predictions of the
w xsteady state model of Khakhar et al. 24 .
time so as to achieve a steady state. This occurs very
Ž .quickly 0.02 revolutions as is evident from the results in
Fig. 8, which show the variation of the scaled mean
velocity and the volume flux at the mid point of the layer
Ž .xs0 for the system starting from rest. The asymptotic
Ž . 2value of the volume flux, q 0 rvR s1r2, is also in
agreement with the predictions of previous models for
w xsingle component steady flows 20,24 .
4.2.1. Static interface model
Consider next the evolution of a radial streak when the
Ž .interface is held fixed i.e., v s0 . The initial configura-i
Ž .tion in this case Fig. 9 is taken to be a segregated core
with a single radial streak. The parameters used in the
computations correspond to a mixture of 3 and 1 mm glass
beads for a cylinder rotational speed of 0.75 rpm. Since the
free surface angle remains fixed, only one set of the angles
of repose can be used in the model. Here the measured
values of the angles of repose corresponding to the small
Ž Ž ..particles are used, and the parameter c Eq. 20 is
adjusted to obtain layer thicknesses of roughly the same
magnitude as those experimentally obtained. A second
adjustable parameter of the model is d , the thickness ofm
Ž .Fig. 8. Dynamic variation of the scaled mean velocity urvR and
Ž 2 . Ž .volume flux qrvR with rotation at the mid point of the layer xs0
for a pure system starting from rest. The time to reach steady state is
about 0.02 revolutions. Notice that the asymptotic scaled volume flux is
2 w xqrvR s1r2 as predicted by theories of Rajchenbach 20 and Khakhar
w xet al. 24 .
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Fig. 9. Computational results showing the evolution of a preformed radial
streak with rotation of the cylinder. The parameters used correspond to a
mixture of 3- and 1-mm beads, and the cylinder rotational speed is 0.75
rpm. Left: Static interface model. Notice that the streak shortens slightly
and spreads with rotation. Right: Moving interface model. The streak is
preserved.
the mixed region in the flowing layer. Here we assume
d s0.01 Rfd r2, that is, the thickness of the mixedm B
region is of the order of magnitude of the radius of the
large particles. This gives simulation results which are
qualitatively similar to experiments. The value may be
Žreasonable considering the low rotational speed used vs
.0.75 rpm , which is just beyond the avalanching regime.
Fig. 9 shows the computational results in terms of the
pattern evolution with rotation. The results indicate that the
streak shortens with time and is not preserved by the flow.
Ž .The variation of the scaled velocities u rvR, u rvRA B
Ž 2 .and volume flux qrvR at the mid point of the layer
Ž .xs0 with rotation is shown in Fig. 10. There is a sharp
Ž .increase in the velocity of the smaller particles A when
the streak enters the layer, and the velocity of the larger
Ž .particles B falls briefly to zero which corresponds to the
layer completely filled with the smaller particles. The
volume flux first increases then decreases with rotation as
the streak passes through. The increase in flux occurs
because the fluidity of the smaller particles is greater and
this results in a faster flow and thus a thinner layer. The
excess flow is due to the material that must flow out, in
addition to the steady input, to make the layer thinner.
Once the layer is completely filled with the smaller parti-
cles nearly steady state flow is achieved as indicated by
Ž Ž . 2 .the asymptotic value of the flux q 0 rvR s1r2 . Later
as the large particles begin entering the layer, the flow
slows and the layer thickens resulting in a lower flux at the
center of the layer.
The minor oscillations in the curves in Fig. 10 do not
appear to be computational artifacts since identical results
are obtained when the integration time step is reduced by a
Ž .factor of 2 Fig. 10 . Reducing the value of the parameter
Ž Ž ..´ Eq. 20 by order of magnitude also has no effect as
shown in Fig. 10.
These computations seem to indicate that simply taking
into account the contribution of more rapid flow of the
smaller particles in the layer may not be sufficient to
produce and sustain radial streaks. In fact, computations
using this model for widely different parameter values
Ž .Fig. 10. Time variation of the scaled velocities u rv r, u rv r andA B
Ž 2 . Ž .volume flux qrvR at the mid point of the layer xs0 as a streak of
Ž .the smaller particles A passes through the layer for the fixed interface
model. The computations correspond to the initial condition and parame-
ters of Fig. 9. The velocity of the smaller particles and the volume flux
increases when the streak enters the layer. Graphs of the volume flux
Ž .computed with an integration step d t smaller by a factor of 2, and with
´ smaller by a factor of 10 exactly superimpose on the solid line.
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Ž .Fig. 11. Variation of the scaled velocities u rv r, u rv r and volumeA B
Ž 2 .flux qrvR with cylinder rotation when a streak of the smaller
Ž .particles A passes through the layer for the moving interface model. The
computations correspond to the initial condition and parameters of Fig. 9.
yielded no streaks starting from a radially segregated core
Ž .corresponding to the experimental initial condition . Small
changes in the angle of the free surface appear to have an
important role in the process, and we examine this next.
4.2.2. MoÕing interface model
The moving interface model contains three additional
parameters: v , the rotational speed of the interface, x ,i c
the size of the static segment of the interface and f , thec
critical composition. Independent values of these parame-
ters are not available, hence we assume physically reason-
able values in the computations. Experimental results indi-
Ž Ž ..cate that x may be small see, for example, Fig. 6 b ,c
and here we take x s0.05R. The critical concentration,c
f , has a very significant effect on streak formation for thec
following reasons. The average composition in each seg-
ment in the layer depends on the fraction of small beads in
the cylinder, and f must be close to this average value inc
the layer. If f is much larger or much smaller than thec
average value, the interface angles remain constant and
equal to those for the larger or smaller particles, respec-
tively. Thus, in these limiting cases, the model reduces by
default to the static interface model and no streaks are
seen. Here we tune f so that it is close to the averagec
value so that concentration fluctuations result in time
Ž Ž . Ž ..variation of the surface angles b t ,b t . The interfaceu l
Ž .rotational speed v does not qualitatively affect thei
pattern formation process, although it has a significant
impact on the number and thickness of streaks formed and
on the rate of streak growth. As a first estimate we may
assume v to be of the same order of magnitude of thei
Ž .cylinder rotational speed v . In all the computations
reported here, we take v s0.3v since it gives streaks thati
qualitatively resemble the experimentally obtained streaks.
Ž .The measured dynamic angles of repose Table 1 were
used in the computations. As mentioned previously, the
same value of the static angle of repose for the smaller and
Ž .larger particles b sb s25.78 was used.sB sA
Fig. 9 shows the evolution of a constructed radial streak
as predicted by the moving interface model along side the
results of the static interface model. The patterns are nearly
identical until the end of the first revolution. The streak in
the moving interface model, however, survives the flow
and additional smaller streaks are produced in the wake of
the larger streak. The contrast in the patterns obtained after
three revolutions from the fixed interface and moving
Ž .interface models is clear. Further rotation five revolutions
results in complete shrinkage of the remnant of the streak
in the fixed interface model, whereas the streak survives in
case of the moving interface model.
Ž .Fig. 12. Variation of the upper surface angle b and the scaled volumeu
Ž Ž . 2 .flux q 0 rvR with cylinder rotation when the streak of the smaller
Ž .particles A repeatedly passes through the layer computed using the
moving interface model. The computations correspond to the initial
condition and parameters of Fig. 9.
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Fig. 13. Computed patterns showing the dynamics of streak formation at
different rotational speeds.
Ž Ž .The dynamic variation of scaled velocities u 0 rvR,A
Ž . . Ž Ž . 2 .u 0 rvR and volume flux q 0 rvR at the mid pointB
Ž .of the layer xs0 are shown in Fig. 11 as the streak
passes through the layer for the first time. The behavior is
nearly identical to the static interface case; this is not
surprising considering the similarity of the initial patterns.
How does the motion of the interface act to preserve the
streak? A possible answer to this question is revealed in
Fig. 12 which shows the time variation of the upper angle
Ž . Ž Ž . 2 .of the free surface b and the mid layer flux q 0 rvR .u
The time variation over intervals of duration 1r2 revolu-
tion are superimposed. Until the end of the first revolution
there is no motion of the upper part of the interface, thus
the patterns for the two models are identical. In the third
interval the surface angle first increases and then decreases
when the streak enters the layer. This results in a higher
peak in the volume flux curve since the total flux into the
layer is higher due to rotation of the interface: when bu
decreases the flux from the bed into the layer is higher
Ž Ž . Ž ..since v )v see Eqs. 26 and 27 . The maximum ineff
the volume flux curve is maintained at a high value due to
this ApumpingB by the interface motion. The maximum
value of the volume flux falls if the critical composition
Ž . Žf is chosen so that the interface is stationary bc u
.constant . In the static interface model, the peak value falls
with each passage of the streak through the layer, and
eventually the streak is dissipated.
Consider next the formation of streaks starting with a
radially segregated core formed at high rotational speed as
in the experiments. Fig. 13 shows that streaks are indeed
Ž .formed at the lowest rotational speed vs0.75 rpm . The
parameters correspond to a mixture of 1 mm and 3 mm
particles. In this case, choice of the critical composition
Ž .f is very important. For all other parameters held fixed,c
we found a small specific range of values of f in whichc
the flow in the lower half of the layer became time
periodic. Fig. 14 shows the time variation of the surface
Ž . Ž .angle b and the average composition f of the lowerl l
part of the layer for the first two half revolutions of the
cylinder. This initial instability is the source of the streaks
that grow with each passage through the layer. As the
streaks grow, the value of the critical volume fraction is
reduced to keep f close to the lower values of f . Forc l
Ž .Fig. 14. Variation of the lower surface angle b and the averagel
Ž .fraction in the lower part of the layer f with cylinder rotation for thel
first two half rotations of the cylinder computed using the moving
interface model. The computations correspond to the initial condition and
parameters of Fig. 13 for the 0.75-rpm case.
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Fig. 15. Computed patterns formed after five revolutions for a cylinder
Ž .rotational speed of 0.75 rpm. a Mixture of 3- and 1-mm beads at a fill
Ž .fraction of 0.25. b Mixture of 3- and 2-mm beads at a fill fraction of
0.5.
example, in the computation of the results shown in Fig.
13, the values of the critical fraction used were: f s0.37,c
0.32, 0.26 and 0.23 in the first four half-revolutions,
respectively. The core shrinks with the formation of streaks,
hence the average concentration of small particles in the
Ž .layer when a streak is not passing through the layer falls.
Thus, f must be reduced to match the falling averagec
concentration. If the value of f is not reduced, the streaksc
initially formed are eroded away.
Increasing the rotational speed to vs1.5 rpm and
putting d s0.02 R to mimic the enhanced mixing in them
layer, we get a reduction in the degree of streak formation.
All other parameters are the same as those used for the
0.75-rpm case. Reducing the fill level to 25% for the low
Žrotational speed case makes the streaks disappear Fig.
Ž .. Ž .15 a . Finally, using a larger size ratio r s2r3 reducesS
Ž Ž ..the extent of streak formation Fig. 15 b . All these results
are in qualitative agreement with experimental results. The
dynamics of the model, however, are different from the
experiments, and there are several quantitative differences.
These differences arise from the very simple model used
for the interface dynamics.
5. Conclusions
Two versions of a continuum model for flow and
Žmixing of S-systems binary mixture of large and small
.particles with the same density are presented. In the first
version, the dynamic variation of the flow in the layer due
to concentration flow coupling and segregation are taken
into account but the interface between the flowing layer
and the bed is static. In the second version, the bed–layer
interface is allowed to move in a simple prescribed manner
depending on the local composition in the layer.
The static interface model does not produce streaks
starting with a radially segregated configuration, even
when parameters of the model are varied over a wide
range. A constructed radial streak in the initial condition
disappears with flow using the static interface model. In
contrast, the moving interface model does give radial
streak patterns starting from a radially segregated initial
state. These results indicate the central importance to the
motion of the interface driven by difference in angles of
repose of the two flowing components. This conclusion is
in agreement with the basis of the cellular automaton
w xmodel of Makse et al. 15 , which is the motion based on
differences in angle of repose of the materials for produc-
ing streaks during heap formation. Computational results
obtained indicate that an instability due to the coupling of
the interface motion and flow in the layer may be the
initiator of streaks. Computations also reveal a ApumpingB
mechanism due to interface motion, which may be respon-
sible for the growth of streaks.
Results from experiments show that streak formation is
suppressed by increasing rotational speed of the cylinder
and by larger size ratios, r , that is smaller size differ-S
ences. The streaks also disappear when the degree of
filling becomes significantly less that half-full. The mov-
ing interface model makes qualitatively correct predictions
of all these effects. The model for interface motion, in
which the surface has rigid segments pivoted at two points,
however, gives only a rudimentary description of the mo-
tion of the bed–layer interface. As a consequence, model
predictions do not conform quantitatively to experimental
results.
The level of complexity of the model is considerable.
Improvements are undoubtedly possible and several modi-
fications and improvements designed to increase the Ade-
gree of realismB of the model come to mind. The possible
dynamical behavior of the model is explored only in the
barest of details here. A more complete account of this
behavior would most definitely require a self-contained
study of these aspects alone. This, however, is only part of
possible outcomes of pattern formation in S-systems. This
becomes evident when changes in the driving mechanism
are considered. Consider for example the case when the
container shape is changed, and chaotic advection becomes
possible. This should result in a wealth of possible out-
comes resulting form the balance of chaos and ordering.
If anything, the most transparent way to explore all
these aspects is to go to simpler models that nevertheless
capture the essential elements of this picture. However,
before this level of physical simplicity is reached, more
studies analyzing the behavior of this, rather complicated
model, seem to be called for.
Nomenclature
c Ž Ž ..Collisional viscosity parameter Eq. 20
d ,dA B Particle diameters of small and large components
f Average number fraction of small particles in the
layer
fc Critical composition for up or down motion of
interface
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f , fu l Average number fraction of smaller particles in
the upper and lower parts of the layer in the
moving interface model
H ŽDistance of free surface from cylinder axis Fig.
.1
L Ž .Half-length of free surface Fig. 1
q Volume flux in the layer
R Ž .Cylinder radius Fig. 1
r sd rdS A B Size ratio
u ,uA B Ž .Velocity profile parameters Fig. 2
Õ ,Õx y Ž .Velocity components in the layer Fig. 1
Õ ,ÕA x A y Velocity components of the smaller particles in
the layer
xc Ž .Pivot point of moving interface Fig. 3
Greek letters
b ŽDynamic angle of repose static interface model,
.Fig. 1
b ,bA B Dynamic angles of repose for the smaller and
larger particles
b ,bsA sB Static angles of repose for the smaller and larger
particles
b ,bu l Free surface angles of the upper and lower parts
of the surface in the moving interface model
Ž .Fig. 3
d Ž .Layer thickness Fig. 1
dm Thickness of mixed zone in layer
´ Composition for transition in calculation of inter-
Ž Ž ..face stress Eq. 20
r Bulk density of particles in the layer
r ,rA B Mass densities of the smaller and larger particles
in the layer
rp Density of particles
v Rotational speed of cylinder
v i Rotational speed of moving interface
veff Local effective rotational speed taking into ac-
count interface motion
Symbols
² :. Ž Ž ..Average across the layer Eq. 7
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